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A MESSAGE FROM

THE CHAIR OF THE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
I am honoured to have been appointed as Chair of The
Rooms Board of Directors. I would like to thank Tom Foran
for his many years of service and dedication as Vice-Chair
and then Chair of The Rooms Board. Tom has helped to
guide The Rooms from its inception into the award-winning
world-class institution it now is. I would like to thank all
Board Members who have served The Rooms over the years
and I would like to welcome those who have been recently
appointed to The Rooms Board.
As the Corporation completes the first year of its 2017-20
planning cycle it is an exciting time to begin my role with
The Rooms. The 2017-20 Strategic Plan has built upon the
goals and priorities The Rooms has achieved over the past
12 years and sets the strategic priorities for the next three
years. The plan builds on recent successes and focuses on
building strong connections with visitors, members and the
people of Newfoundland and Labrador.
The Rooms made several achievements during the past
year, advancing the Corporation’s strategic priorities.
Winter 2017 saw the creation of a new Cultural
Ambassador Program Team. The Team was responsible for
the commencement of the Cultural Immersion Program,
which began in June 2017, launching five popular new
programming series. In April 2017, the organization began
its enormously successful recruitment campaign for the
Scotiabank Volunteer at The Rooms Program and recruited
250 volunteers. An enhanced Membership Program has
been developed and will be promoted this coming year.
Perhaps most importantly The Rooms completed two
successful public consultation sessions, one in April 2017
and the other in December 2017.
The Board of Directors believes that as a public institution
The Rooms Corporation must provide great value to all
Newfoundlanders and Labradorians. The care, exhibition,
and access to the priceless artifacts, artworks and
documents belonging to the people of the Province;
outreach beyond St. John’s; and the focus on educational
and public programming to deepen the pride and identity
of all Newfoundlanders and Labradorians together form
the foundation of The Rooms Corporation’s mission.
The 2017-18 Annual Report is submitted in accordance with
Government’s commitment to accountability. It has been
reviewed and approved by the Board of Directors which is
accountable for the results reported for The Rooms.

Margaret E. Allan
Chair, Board of Directors,
The Rooms Corporation of Newfoundland and Labrador

Sixteen per
cent increase in
visitation to the
Archives Reference
Room

Forty per cent
increase in
records made
available for
online access
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16%
40%

OVERVIEW of

the CORPORATION
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
The Rooms employs 40 permanent staff, including five
permanent seasonal staff to operate The Rooms Regional
Museums. The gender breakdown is 25 females and 15 males.
These positions are funded in part by The Rooms operating
grant from the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador and
earned revenue. The Rooms also employs a number of part-time
staff on an annual basis to cover admissions and visitor services
in its various operations, and the Archives Reference Room at
The Rooms.
PHYSICAL LOCATION
The Rooms is located in St. John’s, with regional facilities located
in Grand Falls-Windsor (Mary March Provincial Museum), Grand
Bank (Provincial Seamen’s Museum) and North West River
(Labrador Interpretation Centre).

On-site Service – Archives Reference Room
There were a total of 10,280 in-person visits to the
Reference Room in the fiscal year 2017-18, an increase of
1,685 or 16 per cent. Researchers using the Archives come
from a wide variety of backgrounds and places, including
those from within the Province and around the world. They
include groups like students, genealogists, academics,
lawyers, writers, community historians, engineers, linguists,
medical professionals and staff of other Government
departments. Each researcher using The Rooms archival
collections is provided with a registration number and is
given individual service and professional advice regarding
their research interests and the material they are
consulting. Archival research inquiries and information
requests are also received and answered regularly via phone,
e-mail and postal mail.

OTHER KEY STATISTICS
Visitation
The Rooms had a total of 77,815 visits in 2017-18, compared
to 87,083 visits in 2016-17, a decrease of 9,268 visits or
approximately 12 per cent. The Rooms experienced a significant
increase in free visitation in 2016-17 due to commemoration
events marking the hundredth anniversary of Newfoundland and
Labrador’s involvement in the First World War. In particular, free
admission was offered to the public over the opening weekend
of the new Royal Newfoundland Regiment Gallery.
It is important to note that while the number of free visits to
The Rooms has decreased from 2016-17, the number of paid
visits had a substantial increase. Of the total number of visits,
18 per cent were free and 82 per cent were paid as compared
with 30 per cent free and 70 per cent paid visits in 2016-17.

On-Line Archival Holdings
Between April 2017 and March 2018, the Archives
description and cataloguing team created/revised, and
authorized 17, 851 records for online access, a 40 per cent
increase from 2016-2017. This included database additions
of photographs, textual records, cartographic materials and
both Government and Non-Government records alike. Work
included physical processing of the materials (re-foldering,
re-labeling and re-boxing), arrangement of the information
(identification and description of records series), the
creation of administrative sketches, biographies and the
preparation of finding aids in paper and electronic form
for various collections to be used by the public. This new
material can be accessed via The Rooms website at
https://www.therooms.ca/collectionsresearch/

In addition to paid visitations, renewals and new Rooms
Memberships have increased. From April 1, 2017 until
March 31, 2018, 1319 annual memberships were purchased,
a 34 per cent increase from 2016-17, 560 of which were new
memberships — a 51 per cent increase in new memberships
from 2016-17.

Government Records – Information Management
Achievements
In 2017-18, the Archives appraised over 940 boxes of
Government records submitted to the Government Records
Committee for addition to the Archives, 210 more boxes
than 2016-17 or a 22 per cent increase. The total number of
retention schedules worked on, in cooperation with staff of
the Office of the Chief Information Officer, was 32. Archival
appraisal is the process by which large amounts of records
and information (in a wide variety of formats) is examined
and considered for inclusion as permanent archival records.
It requires an understanding of archival theory and practice,
as well as knowledge about the creator(s) of the records
and their context - how they were created, used and why.

Paid Parking
Beginning on June 27, 2017, parking fees were implemented
at The Rooms. Parking fees are in effect 24 hours a day, seven
days a week for a fee of two dollars an hour. Parking is free for
members of The Rooms. From June 2017 to March 31, 2018, The
Rooms collected approximately $68,000 from paid parking.
The Rooms Gift Shop
The Rooms Gift Shop had a small decrease (3 per cent) in sales
from 2016-17 with total sales of $375,721 in 2017-18. Note that
during the previous fiscal year, the gift shop had experienced a
significant increase in sales of more than $50,000. 2017-18 gift
shop sales remained well above 2015-16 sales.

REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
Please refer to The Rooms Corporation of Newfoundland
and Labrador Audited Financial Statements for the year
ending March 31, 2018 (Appendix A).
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HIGHLIGHTS
ONLINE VERSION OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR EXHIBITION
The First World War Exhibition at The Rooms was developed
into an online exhibition and was launched in April 2017. This
online version, funded by the Federal Government, is available
in both English and French. Designed by Origin Studios, it
presents approximately 70 percent of what is in the physical
exhibition as well as new content that was added to the
website. This virtual exhibit also offers a digital photographic
walkthrough or virtual tour of the physical exhibition. The
Rooms also added virtual reality glasses and instructions to
each of the BMO First World War Edu-Kits so that children
in all parts of Newfoundland and Labrador could experience
“walking” through the exhibition. The online exhibition can be
found at http://theroomsgreatwarexhibit.com/

THE ROOMS SELECTED AS FINALIST FOR GOVERNOR
GENERAL’S HISTORY AWARD
The Rooms was pleased to learn that it was listed as a
finalist for the Governor General’s History Award. Her
Excellency the Right Honourable Julie Payette, Governor
General of Canada, recognized the exhibition, “BeaumontHamel and the Trail of the Caribou: Newfoundlanders
and Labradorians at War and at Home 1914-1949” as one
of three finalists for the 2017 Excellence in Museums: The
History Alive! Award. The CEO and Director attended the
Awards Banquet and Ceremony in Ottawa on November
22, 2017. The Governor General’s History Awards
recognizes innovative projects and excellence in teaching
Canadian History. The awards, established in 1996, were
created to recognize the many ways in which history is
taught and communicated by Canadians.
CEO OF THE ROOMS CORPORATION RECOGNIZED
WITH NATION’S TOP CIVIC DECORATION
In January 2018, Dean Brinton, CEO of The Rooms
Corporation, was presented with the Meritorious Service
Medal in the Civil Division by Her Excellency the Right
Honourable Julie Payette, Governor General of Canada,
at Rideau Hall in Ottawa. This distinction was presented
to Mr. Brinton because of his leadership during the
capital campaign “Where Once They Stood We Stand.”
Under his guidance, nearly $12 million was raised for the
development of the Fortis Courtyard and Amphitheatre,
the building of the Royal Newfoundland Regiment
Gallery, and the commemorative ceremony of the 100th
Anniversary of the Battle of the Somme at BeaumontHamel at The Rooms.
APPOINTMENTS TO THE ROOMS CORPORATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Honourable Christopher Mitchelmore, Minister of
Tourism, Culture, Industry and Innovation, announced
appointments and re-appointments to the Board of
Directors of The Rooms Corporation on March 14, 2018.
Margaret Allan was appointed Chair of the Board, while
five new board members — Michelle Baikie, Heidi Bonnell,
Katharine Hickey, Earl Ludlow and Gary Newell — were
appointed for three-year terms. Mary McCarthy and
Jeff Pardy have been re-appointed for three-year terms,
joining Kathi Stacey and Dawn Baker.
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HIGHLIGHTS
HURRY HARD! CURLING ON THE ROCK, EXHIBITED FROM
FEBRUARY TO JUNE 2017
To celebrate St. John’s hosting the 2017 Canadian Brier, the
museum developed a pop-up exhibition that explored the
history of curling in the Province and highlights such as the Team
Gushue gold medal victory at the 2006 Winter Olympics. The
scope expanded as the project became an extremely successful
collaboration with the Newfoundland and Labrador curling
community. A synergy developed between the exhibition and
the Brier, particularly after the Team Gushue win there and at
the Worlds. The show remained popular all through the Spring.
It was an excellent example of responding to an important event
in the community and providing an exhibition and a space to tell
related stories.
GERALD SQUIRES: SPIRIT VISIBLE, EXHIBITED
MAY 13 TO SEPTEMBER 4, 2017
Gerald Leopold Squires, O.C. (1937–2015) was one of this
Province’s most prominent artists, credited with defining the
experience of this place for its people. His paintings, sculptures,
drawings, and other artworks emerged from his personal
experience of major political and social changes occurring
here during his lifetime; from his exploration of religions, art
history, and literature; and from his love of our landscape
and people. This exhibition spanned his career, introducing
one of the Province’s beloved artists to new audiences while
contextualizing his practice within the Canadian art historical
narrative. It was guest curated by long-time Newfoundland and
Labrador curator, Caroline Stone.
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JERRY ROPSON: TO KISS A GOAT BETWEEN THE HORNS,
EXHIBITED MAY 27 TO SEPTEMBER 24, 2017
Jerry Ropson is part of a new generation of Newfoundland and
Labrador artists redefining the experience of this Province for its
people while exploring what it means to create work about this
place in an increasingly globalized environment. A professor of
fine arts at Mount Allison University, Ropson spent a sabbatical
year reconnecting with his hometown (Pollards Point, NL),
creating new work that marries drawings, video, and sound to
provide an informal, compassionate look at everyday life in rural
Newfoundland—from family history to shed conversations and
hunting excursions. During the exhibition’s first week, visitors could
speak with Ropson as he worked on a wall drawing in the gallery.
The artist’s presence activated the space and provided visitors new
to contemporary discourse with unique opportunities to access
“codified art objects”. The exhibition catalogue is in the works and
will be distributed nationally upon completion. Jerry Ropson has
been nominated for the long list of the 2018 Sobey Art Award. The
Sobey Art Award is the pre-eminent prize for Canadian artists 40
and under.
THE ROOMS HOSTS VIMY FLIGHT BIRTH OF A NATION TOUR
The Rooms was the final stop of the cross-country Vimy Flight Birth
of a Nation Tour. The Birth of a Nation Tour began in France with
a fly-over of the Vimy Monument on April 9, 2017, the Centenary
Anniversary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge. After completing the
commemorative flight the team came home to Canada for a crosscountry tour. The exhibit featured a replica Neuport XI Vimy Biplane
named Lucie. The Vimy Flight Pilots and support crew visited The
Rooms in November over Remembrance Day weekend and again
in January. On both occasions the pilots and crew presented public
programs and answered questions about the biplane and their tour.

PARTNERSHIPS
The Rooms carries out its mandate in association with
various parties including funding agencies, Government
departments and professional associations. During 2017-18,
The Rooms worked in association with:
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PARTNERSHIPS
DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM, CULTURE, INDUSTRY
AND INNOVATION
As a Category One Crown Corporation of the Government
of Newfoundland and Labrador, The Rooms is accountable
to the Minister of Tourism, Culture, Industry and Innovation
(TCII) through The Rooms Board of Directors. Funding
received from the Department of Tourism, Culture, Industry
and Innovation sustains operations of The Rooms each year.
The Rooms works closely with the Department on a number
of shared commitments including: the Art Bank Program
of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador; project
management of the development of the Colonial Building
Exhibition Project; as well as assisting with the Arts and Letters
Awards Program annually by providing curatorial and technical
support to mount the exhibition, gallery space and is the venue
for the awards ceremony.
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CHEVRON OPEN MINDS PROGRAM
The Chevron Open Minds at The Rooms Program has been an
innovative learning experience in our community since 2009.
The program enables and encourages individuals to acquire
knowledge, skills and values necessary for the development of
responsible, competent and confident lifelong learners. Students,
parents, teachers, staff at The Rooms and cultural experts learn
collaboratively as they immerse themselves in an educationally
rich environment, focusing on observation, critical thinking
and problem solving. The program has supported almost 5,000
students with unique and enriching learning opportunities.
Chevron Canada has funded the Open Minds at The Rooms
Program since its inception in 2009 and has given a commitment
for funding to the end of the 2017-18 school year.

COLONIAL BUILDING PROJECT
The Rooms provides financial administration of the project in
consultation with the Department of Transportation and Works
which manages the construction work. The Rooms is also part
of the Colonial Building Project Management Committee which
oversees the completion of the restoration and includes other
representatives from the Department of Tourism, Culture,
Industry and Innovation and the Department of Transportation
and Works. The Rooms and the Department of Tourism,
Culture, Industry, and Innovation will also work together on the
development of the interpretive elements that will eventually be
presented in the building.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND CHILDHOOD
DEVELOPMENT, K-12 CULTURAL CONNECTIONS PROGRAM
The Department of Education and Early Childhood Development
and the Department of Tourism, Culture, Industry and Innovation
joined together to develop a provincial fine arts and cultural
strategy for K-12 education in “Ne oundland and Labrador
– Cultural Connections.” This initiative aims to increase the
presence of cultural content in the school curriculum and fosters
a link between the arts and school communities. Through this
program The Rooms has worked closely with the Department
of Education and Early Childhood Development on curriculum
linked projects for delivery at The Rooms.
The Rooms provides education programs based on its exhibits
which are linked to school curriculum and assist with teaching
and learning outcomes. For Grades K to six, The Rooms offers
three school programs designed specifically to augment the
social studies curriculum (“Home & School, Peoples of the
Province and Introduction to Archaeology”) and one program
that directly addresses the visual arts curriculum (Adventures
in Art). The Rooms also offers programs for Grade eight Social
Studies: “History of Newfoundland Labrador 1800-Present” and
the “Newfoundland Studies” course for high school students
(“Soldier’s Stories, Making Fish, Life and Times”), as well as
the junior and high school visual arts programs (“Art without
Borders”). More than 7,300 students from within the K-12 school
system participated in curriculum-linked education programs at
The Rooms during the 2017-18 school year.
MILITARY SERVICE FILES DIGITIZATION PARTNERSHIP
PROJECT
The project to digitize and improve access to the military service
records of the Royal Newfoundland Regiment and Newfoundland
Forestry Companies continued in 2017-18. These records are part
of the “GN 19 Newfoundland military service records (Great War)
collection 1914 - [2000], predominant 1914-1919” and consist of
6693 microfilmed files on 322 microfilm reels. The files provide a
detailed service summary of each individual soldier/sailor and are
a tremendous source of information for researchers. Over 4000
digital images/scans were added to the database in 2017-18 with
work continuing to complete the database scheduled to finish in
November 2018.

GRENFELL HISTORICAL SOCIETY PARTNERSHIP
Funded by a grant from the International Grenfell Association,
The Rooms worked with staff and board members from the
Grenfell Historical Society located in St. Anthony to identify,
preserve and digitize original Grenfell-related archival records
stored at the Grenfell Heritage Centre and Grenfell House.
INTERNATIONAL GRENFELL ASSOCIATION (IGA)
GRANT PROJECT
In addition to work with the Grenfell Historical Society in
St. Anthony, the multi-year project to arrange, describe
and improve access to the various IGA and Grenfell-related
collections at The Rooms continued in 2017-18. This was made
possible by grant funding from the IGA and involves the
cataloguing of textual records, photographs, films, maps and
cartographic items and adding descriptive information about
the materials to The Rooms website and archives database.
WORLD WILDLIFE FUND NORTHERN COD MORATORIUM
COMMEMORATION AND EXHIBIT PARTNERSHIP
With the 2016 signing of a Memorandum of Understanding
between The Rooms and the World Wildlife Fund Canada,
The Rooms opened the related exhibit “When Cod Was King:
A Retrospective” in June 2017. This exhibition showcases
elements of the history of the Newfoundland and Labrador
cod fishery through the use of archival photographs,
documents, marine charts and artifacts and presents a
glimpse into the storied history of the Newfoundland and
Labrador cod fishery.
NATURAL AREAS DIVISION, OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISHERIES AND LAND RESOURCES
A Memorandum of Understanding with the Natural Areas
Division of the Department of Fisheries and Land Resources
in 2015 established The Rooms as the official repository for
fossils salvaged from Mistaken Point Ecological Reserve, an
important criteria considered for the designation of UNESCO
World Heritage status.
Mistaken Point Ecological Reserve was designated as a World
Heritage Site by UNESCO in 2017. The site is managed by the
Natural Areas Division of the Department of Fisheries and
Land Resources. As per a MOU between the Department
of Municipal Affairs and Environment and The Rooms
Corporation, the Museum is the official repository, since 2014,
for fossils salvaged from the reserve. The UNESCO designation
highlights the significance of this collection.
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PARTNERSHIPS
PROVINCIAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL OFFICE — LOWER CHURCHILL
PROJECT
The Rooms Conservation Lab at Building 1042 is currently being
used by contract staff (Stantec and Nalcor) to conserve all
of the archaeological material being recovered as part of the
archaeological recovery program for the Lower Churchill Project.
To date, artifacts from the 2012-16 field seasons have been
processed and entered into the Provincial Collection. The material
collected during the 2017 field season is currently being conserved
and the collection will come into the care of The Rooms
Archaeology and Ethnology Unit at the end of the project.
CANADA COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS
The Canada Council for the Arts, reporting to Parliament
through the Minister of Canadian Heritage, is a national arm’slength agency which fosters the development of the arts in
Canada through grants, services and awards to professional
Canadian artists and arts organizations, as well as administering
scholarly awards. These funds are used to support national
and international artists in the creation of new artistic works
presented in innovative exhibition contexts at The Rooms
Art Gallery.
In February 2018, The Rooms received a significant funding
increase from the Canada Council for the Arts with the operating
grant increasing by 74 per cent, for a total of $330,000 over two
years. This was the first funding increase that the Provincial Art
Gallery had received from the Canada Council for the Arts since
becoming part of The Rooms in 2005.
The new Director of the Art Gallery, Anne Chafe, led the grant
application process for the Canada Council for the Arts new
Engage and Sustain Program, which provides grants to “support
institutions as artistic leaders to carry out activities that
encourage and promote the work of creators, strengthening their
relationships with the public.” Building on many of the exhibition
ideas developed by the gallery’s former director and the current
Curator of Contemporary Art, senior art gallery staff articulated
how the gallery would deepen its relationship with a broad and
diverse public, which is a key component of the new program.
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ADDITIONAL ART GALLERY PARTNERSHIPS
The Rooms continues its collaborations, partnerships and
networks, specifically through loans and other agreements
with the Art Gallery of Alberta and the Confederation Centre
Art Gallery (Charlottetown) on the exhibition “Gretzky is
Everywhere;” the Gallery 44 (Toronto) and the Western Front
(Vancouver) to co-produce an exhibition and publication (2017,
“Aleesa Cohene”); the Carleton University Art Gallery and
the McMaster Museum of Art to develop the co-publication
“Rebecca Belmore: March 5, 1819” about Belmore’s video
installation commissioned by The Rooms in 2008; and with
Fishing for Success to present the “Cod Mosaic Wish 150”
community art exhibition during Summer 2017. The Art Gallery
has had the following loan agreements: Summer 2017 – loan
of Luben Boykov’s sculpture Terra to the Montreal Museum of
Fine Arts national outdoor sculpture installation “La Ballade
de la Paix;” and works of Marlene Creates were loaned to the
Beaverbrook Art Gallery for the national tour of this artist’s
work. The Art Gallery has also supported Visual Artists
Newfoundland and Labrador with the Excellence in Visual Arts
awards by providing a venue for the awards ceremony annually.
Mireille Eagan, Curator of Contemporary Art for The Rooms,
participated on the following juries and committees: 2017
SSHRC Settler Colonialism project, collaborator; 201718 Canada Council for the Arts, juror; 2017 RBC Painting
Competition, juror; 2017 Scotiabank Photography Award,
nominator; and 2017 Riddle Fence, Visual Arts Editor.
Through The Rooms partnership with Parks Canada and via
funding from the Canada Council for the Arts, the Art Gallery
hosted three artist residencies: Francois Quevillon at Gros
Morne National Park; Elizabeth Rose at Terra Nova National
Park; and Amelie Jerome at the Brigus Landfall Trust, at a cost
of $10,588. The jury to select the 2018 residencies was held in
December 2017 at The Rooms.

PRIORITY 1

GENERATE

ENGAGING CONTENT
Newfoundland and Labrador has a unique
culture that attracts visitors from around
the world. Residents of the Province
also have a deep and abiding interest in
the stories and topics that comprise the
unique culture, a culture which includes
the centrality of the visual arts.

The Rooms is committed to increasing
the number of people and programbased experiences as detailed in “The
Way Forward: 2017-20 Provincial Tourism
Product Development Plan” and has
incorporated a new cultural immersion
program experience for 2017-20.

The provincial collections, under the
care of The Rooms, together represent
Newfoundland and Labrador’s unique
cultural history and contain thousands
of stories and topics of interest to both
visitors and residents.

This work has supported Government’s
strategic direction, as communicated
by the Minister of Tourism, Culture,
Industry and Innovation, to increase the
number of people and program-based
brand experiences in core experiences
categories, and, as an anchor attraction
strives to enhance the sustainability and
experience development as stated in “The
Way Forward: 2017-20 Provincial Tourism
Product Development Plan.”

Over the next three years, The Rooms will
develop a range of new programs based
on the Province’s unique culture and the
provincial collections in order to increase
engagement with residents and nonresident visitors.

GOAL
By March 31, 2020, The Rooms will have generated more creative,
innovative and interactive content.

ANNUAL REPORT 2017 – 2018
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FIRST YEAR OBJECTIVE (2017-18)
By March 31, 2018, The Rooms will have established a plan to develop more creative, innovative and interactive content.

INDICATORS (2017-18)

RESULTS AND BENEFITS

1. Identified and created a team
dedicated to developing new
engaging public programs

In January 2018, Larry Dohey, Manager of Collections and Projects for the archives, was
appointed as the new Director Programming and Public Engagement for The Rooms. That
spring, the Cultural Ambassador Program was formed. The team initially consisted of Larry
Dohey, Director; Angela Noseworthy, Education and Public Programming Officer; and Elaine
Anton, Collections Manager for the museum division. In March, a Marketing Specialist was
hired for six month contract to jump-start marketing of new Cultural Immersions program.
In April, Education and Public Programming Officers Joy Barfoot, Ann Pickard-Vaandering
and Jason Sellars joined the team which is now called Programming and Public Engagement.
The Marketing Specialist contract finished in September 2017 and the Collections Manager
assumed her original position in October 2017.

2. Establish a plan to facilitate
content development, increase
program effectiveness and
operational efficiency

In Spring 2017, the newly formed CAP Project Team created a plan to develop new activities,
based on the Province’s unique cultural history. The Rooms leveraged its collections to
develop programs and events that attracted both tourists and residents in order to maintain/
increase visitation and earned revenue levels over those achieved in 2016. The plan supports
Government’s tourism strategy and goal of doubling visitation to the Province over the next
four years.
The CAP Project Team identified key topics from the tourism strategy and tourism website
that could be used to form the basis of the visitor experience at The Rooms. From that they
developed a plan for how a schedule of experiences could be formed; ie, daily experiences,
weekly experiences, special occasion experiences, enhanced experiences such as food
tastings, musical performances and language lessons. The Team researched other cultural
institutions to garner ideas that could be utilized for The Rooms project.
The plan considered audiences that would require experiences at specific times; ie, cruise
ship market and bus company tours — tailoring experiences to best fit their needs. It also
examined the physical spaces available at The Rooms and how to optimize the space for these
experiences.
The Team met with staff members to gain a better understanding of internal operations
and to solicit ideas. They also determined existing obligations and events that had been
committed to, as well as opportunities that could be taken advantage of. In particular,
productive discussions were held with Front of House, Marketing and Social Media staff.
The Team recognized it would take more staff than the institution had available to execute
the plan. To assist with operational efficiency a second plan was developed to recruit Cultural
Ambassador Volunteers who would be needed to deliver the full experience. The CAP Program
Plan outlined expectations for the Cultural Ambassador Volunteers and identified what would
be required to ensure a quality experience was being provided to the visitor.
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PRIORITY 1
3. Develop a Cultural Immersion
Program for non-resident visitors,
which includes defining aspects of
the unique culture of
Newfoundland and Labrador,
the visual arts and that provides
emotionally memorable
experiences

The Rooms implemented the Cultural Immersion Program in June 2017. The goal of the
program is to increase visitation and earned revenue and to support the Department of
Tourism, Culture, Industry and Innovation’s tourism marketing objectives.
The focus of the program is to develop cultural heritage experiences aimed at non-resident
visitors. The intent of the program is to offer a personal touch to visitors as soon as they
entered the building. A bright, refreshed lobby helped to deliver a sense of arrival. New large
interior banners descending from the fourth floor to the second floor added colour and
cheerfulness. Additional upgrades such as free WiFi throughout the building, extended hours
of operation and online ticket purchasing offered an improved visitor experience.
More than 250 Cultural Ambassador Volunteers were recruited and received Customer Service
as well as Experience Delivery training. The Cultural Ambassadors are utilized to greet visitors
as they entered the building, to provide assistance with way-finding throughout the building,
and to share a conversation or experience with visitors providing a personal touch.
Four large wooden shed-like moveable Cultural Immersion Kiosks have been installed on the
Level Three Atrium. Each kiosk was painted a different colour and featured its own theme,
including music, language, history, and weather/environment.
The program features daily Newfoundland food samples, handed out by Cultural
Ambassadors – affording the visitor the opportunity to have a conversation about food
traditions. Music and story-telling performances take place every weekday from 12-2 pm.
Short films about Newfoundland food ran on a loop daily in the theatre and a small café was
installed adjacent to the theatre providing lunches and snacks. Picnic lunches are available
and the café was licensed to serve alcohol and remain open for the evening Movie Series.
Five new event series (Inspired B’y Experience Series, An Intimate Evening with Performance
Series, Movie Night at The Rooms Movie Series, The Rooms Book Club Series, Flavours of
Newfoundland and Labrador Dining Series), provide weekly, evening events. The series
featured events hosted by famous Newfoundlanders and Labradorians such as Alan Doyle,
Mark Critch, and Lisa Moore to name a few.
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PRIORITY 1
4. Develop Cultural History
programs for residents,
which include stories and topics
from across Newfoundland and
Labrador including the visual arts

Archives, Art Gallery and Museum staff worked with the Programming and Public
Engagement team to develop public programs that reached a wide and diverse audience.
Attendance for The Rooms Weekly lecture series Engaging Evening and Coffee and Culture
experienced record numbers. Many of the programs offered this past Fall and Winter achieved
maximum capacity.
Beyond the Attic Introduction to Genealogy Workshop
Given the popular interest in family history research and genealogical research, the Archives
undertook a review of its Genealogy collections and related programming opportunities in
2017-18. The popular “Introduction to Genealogy” course offered to the public was redesigned
and was offered four times at The Rooms - with all sessions selling out almost immediately
with a waitlist for future offerings. This course is “team-taught” by Archives staff and plans
are underway to deliver this course on-line via The Rooms website in the near future.
Introduction to Contemporary Art Workshop
This workshop responded to a request that came from the December 2017 Public Consultation
Session. During the session it was suggested several times that members of the public were
looking for a program to increase understanding and appreciation of art - not just make art.
Three, half-day workshops were offered between February and April. Each session focused
on a different topic. Session one covered people and portraits; session two explored land and
landscapes; and session three looked at abstract art and sculpture. The Education and Public
Programming Unit will continue to offer these workshops again this Fall.
Additional sold out hands-on workshops included “Rug Hooking for Beginners,” “Inspired B’y
Icebergs Watercolour Workshop,” and “nspired B’y The Narrows Watercolour Workshop.”
Contemporary Art Education Gallery and Brochure
Through research and visitor feedback it has been determined that The Rooms often provides
resident visitors with their first exposure to contemporary art. Inexperience with, and a lack of
understanding of, contemporary art has been a barrier for visitors at times and has impacted
visitor satisfaction. To break down barriers and to make the experience less intimidating,
The Rooms has sought new ways for visitors to find meaningful connection to art and artists
at The Rooms. A space in the Level Four Art Gallery has been designed with interactive
experiences encouraging visitors to consider certain questions to aid in understanding the
exhibitions they are viewing. A wallet-sized take-home brochure supports these interactive
experiences. The Rooms continues to explore ways to make contemporary art more accessible
by juxtaposing the new with the familiar, the contemporary with the historical, and the local
with the national and international.
Reference and Access Service
The main Archives public engagement program at The Rooms is its Reference and Access
service - available daily in the Level Three Reference Room and via contact with The Rooms
through email, phone and postal mail. Researchers and those wishing to engage with the
collections are provided with one-on-one service, and an individual experience between
visitors and staff to discuss and tailor research inquiries, advise on potential content and
deliver primary source material for use. In 2017-18, over 14,700 individual inquiries were
responded to, coming from researchers across the Province and around the world.
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PRIORITY 1
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In July 2016, The Rooms opened two exhibitions related to the First World War. The exhibition Beaumont-Hamel and the Trail of the
Caribou: Newfoundland and Labrador at War and at Home 1914-1949, which is housed in the Royal Newfoundland Regiment Gallery, on
Level 2 of The Rooms, and the travelling exhibition Traces of the Great War created in partnership with the Canadian War Museum, which
opened at The Mary March Provincial Museum and will travel to the Provincial Seamen’s Museum and the Labrador Interpretation Centre
over the next two years. These initiatives support The Rooms objective to have presented exhibitions related to the First World War and
further support the goal of having commemorated provincially and culturally significant centenaries through exhibitions and public
programming in order to preserve, share, educate and present the history of Newfoundland and Labrador and raise awareness of the
events commemorated.

SECOND YEAR OBJECTIVE (2018-19)
By March 31, 2019, The Rooms will have implemented more creative, innovative and interactive programs to further engage the public.

•
•

2018-19 Objective Indicators:

•

The Rooms will have continued to enhance Cultural Immersion experiences for non-resident
visitors, whichrepresent defining aspects of the unique culture of Newfoundland and
Labrador includingthe visual arts.
The Rooms will have continued to offer visitor-focused, collections-based experiences
that align with the goals of the Government as outlined in The Way Forward: A Vision for
Sustainability and Growth in Newfoundland and Labrador.
The Rooms will have explored opportunities to establish partnerships with external
organizations (national andlocal, public and private sector).

ANNUAL REPORT 2017 – 2018
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PRIORITY 2

DEEPEN, BROADEN, AND INCREASE

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Marketing research confirms that visitors
desire experiences that are enlivened
and interactive in addition to those that
require little participation. The Rooms
contains several world-class permanent
exhibits, a constantly changing array of
visual art exhibitions and a Reference
Room where visitors may research the
provincial collections with the assistance
of expert staff. The Rooms will augment
these programs and services with a
lively and engaging visitor-experience
that starts the moment visitors enter
the building. Key to the delivery of The
Rooms visitor experience will be the
involvement of Cultural Ambassadors, a
team of volunteers who will welcome and
interact with visitors as they move through
galleries and participate in new cultural
history programs.

Demographic and psychographic
information will be compiled to help
The Rooms develop and refine a visitor
experience that is meaningful and relevant
to non-resident visitors and residents
which aligns with the Government’s
tourism marketing strategy and brand.
This work commits to Government’s
strategic direction to understand value and
success as stated in section four of “The
Way Forward: 2017-20 Provincial Tourism
Product Development Plan.”

GOAL
By March 31, 2020, The Rooms will have been positioned to be of greater
appeal to residents and visitors by becoming more relevant, differentiated,
credible and motivational, and will have identified a measurement
strategy.

ANNUAL REPORT 2017 – 2018
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PRIORITY 2
FIRST YEAR OBJECTIVE (2017-18)
By March 31, 2018, The Rooms will have identified its target audience in order to better understand its visitors.

INDICATORS (2017-18)

RESULTS AND BENEFITS

1. Undertake community
consultation to establish priorities
and inform strategy

In April 2017, The Rooms conducted the first of two public consultation sessions. The Rooms,
with the assistance of the Public Engagement Division (PED) of the Communications and
Public Engagement Branch, engaged with its stakeholders to help guide the goals of growing
revenue, increasing visitation and contributing to the Government’s overall tourism plan.
Public engagement was achieved through an in-person session and an online survey with
187 stakeholders. Topics were focused on helping The Rooms design more meaningful and
memorable visitor experiences. The Rooms explored tourist and resident motivators, new
ways of presenting our stories throughout the Province, the value of existing programs and
services, volunteering and new hours of operation. Participants offered suggestions that
helped guide The Rooms in planning new ways to engage with residents and tourists alike.
Participant response indicated significant support for volunteering, opening the building to
the public on Friday and Saturday evenings and interest in dining at The Rooms Café on these
evenings. Feedback obtained from participants of the public consultation session supported
the direction of the 2017 Summer Cultural Immersion programming.
The second of two sessions took place in December 2017. The Rooms, with the assistance of
the Public Engagement Division (PED) of the Communications and Public Engagement
Branch, engaged with its stakeholders, members and general public to gather their thoughts
and suggestions to inform current and future programs and services during an in-person
session held on the evening of December 12. This session outlined the responsibilities of The
Rooms (as stated in the Rooms Act, 2016) and sought input on the work that is done by The
Rooms.
Approximately 53 stakeholders attended the session, which was held at The Rooms by
invitation only. The session consisted of an overview of the Rooms Act, the functions of
the Archives, the Art Gallery, the Museum, Programming and Public Engagement and
Sustainability, and the Colonial Building as well as small group discussions on specific topics.
Facilitators and note-takers were assigned to each table to guide and capture the discussions.
The Rooms has responded to feedback received during the December 2017 stakeholder
engagement session. For example, in February, The Rooms offered three new Introduction
to Contemporary Art Workshops, answering a request from stakeholders for art education
beyond creating art.
A summary of these sessions are available on The Rooms website . This summary is
presented as a short synopsis of the general nature of the comments provided by participants
that evening. The full and complete record of all input received during the session is also
available online.
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PRIORITY 2
2. Compile visitor information
beyond demographics by
identifying target-specific market
segments and gathering visitor
feedback

The following research tools were used to help in identifying target-specific market segments:
• A customized report based on data gathered for the 2016 Provincial Visitor Exit Survey
Results including detailed information on non-resident visitors to The Rooms.
• Canadian Tourism Commission’s Explorer Quotient which provides key insights to
better understand travellers by identifying target-specific market segments using
psychographic information to indicate purchasing and travel decisions and experience
appeal. This information helps to identify who The Rooms best customers are.
• John Falk’s “Understanding Visitor Motivation and Learning” identifies visitor
motivation and learning styles for visitors of museums and cultural institutions.
• The Rooms has captured postal codes from all visitors enabling target-specific market
segmentation through Canada Post audience insights. These insights support in-house
marketing analytics by targeting audiences through market segmentation by postal
code.
The Rooms used the following mechanisms to capture visitor feedback in a variety of areas:
• Participant evaluation forms are distributed and collected at the end of each
workshop/education program.
• Teachers are provided with evaluation forms at the end of every school program.
• A guestbook positioned on Level Two outside the theatre solicits feedback for the
whole building; the exhibition “Gerald Squires: Spirit Visible positioned a guestbook
in a prominent position outside the exhibition gallery and comments were captured
for the duration of the exhibition; the Beaumont-Hamel and the Trail of the Caribou
exhibition captures visitor feedback on the Forget-Me-Not wall as well as a guestbook
located at the end of the exhibition.
• The Truth or Myth exhibition features haikus written by local actor, author and
comedian Andy Jones in response to works featured in the exhibition — there is a
station located within the exhibition that encourages visitors to share their own haiku.
• To assist with breaking down barriers for visitors new to contemporary art, a new
gallery located in the Level Four Art Gallery was created in Winter of 2018 to help guide
visitors through the exhibition experience. Interactives within this space capture visitor
feedback on the adjacent exhibition.
• Ongoing feedback is captured through The Rooms social media channels including
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram as well as consumer-use sites such as TripAdvisor.

3. Develop an enhanced
Membership Program

Information gathered through a Membership Survey completed in 2016 guided development
of the new Membership Program. While the value proposition of free admission coupled with
members’ discounts offered on programs, events, at the café and gift shop are the greatest
incentives to purchase a membership, free members parking has become a key benefit.
A Marketing and Communications Plan is currently in development. The plan includes
strategic recommendations and a focused marketing strategy for the new Membership
Program. Central to the communications and marketing campaign and creative approach
and messaging will be positioning the diverse reasons to visit The Rooms beyond static
exhibits. The key to this will be working closely to take a multi-prong approach to marketing
the programming, special events and other ways visitors can enjoy The Rooms. The plan will
use focused messaging and will include smart upselling tactics at point-of-sale along with
direct marketing initiatives to targeted groups that will be used to help sell the ‘why’ behind
purchasing a membership.

ANNUAL REPORT 2017 – 2018
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PRIORITY 2
4. Develop the Scotiabank Cultural
Ambassadors Program

Volunteers make it possible for The Rooms to offer educational programs and special events.
In short, volunteers dramatically enhance the visitor experience.
During the “Where Once They Stood We Stand” Capital Fundraising Campaign, Scotiabank
made a contribution of $350,000 which was directed towards an expansion of The Rooms
Volunteer Program. This generous gift has supported the recruitment, training and
development of new volunteers.
A trial program was tested in 2016. More than 75 volunteers were recruited to assist with the
July 1st, 100th Anniversary Commemoration of Newfoundland and Labrador’s participation in
the First World War.
The Rooms Volunteer Program sponsored by Scotiabank was launched the following Spring.
In April 2017, The Rooms conducted a Volunteer Recruitment Campaign attracting 250
volunteers to assist in delivering the Cultural Immersion Program. These volunteers became
The Rooms Cultural Ambassadors.
Each volunteer was required to complete a RNC Check as well as the Gardiner Centre
Customer Service Training, The Rooms Program Training, and many have participated in
additional training offered throughout the year.

5. Implement a plan to re-position
The Rooms to be of greater appeal
to residents and visitors –
relevant, differentiated, credible
and motivational

The Cultural Immersion Program outlined in Priority One focuses on appealing to nonresident visitors, while the Cultural History programs for residents, which include stories
and topics from across Newfoundland and Labrador, including the visual arts also outlined
in Priority One, focused on appealing to the resident market. In addition the enhanced
Membership Program has been a greater appeal to the resident market with memberships
increasing by 34 percent over 2016-17.
The Rooms has developed an enhanced Marketing and Communications Plan to assist in
reaching these audiences. The Plan supports Priority Two of The Rooms Strategic Plan - To
Deepen, Broaden and Increase Public Engagement and will be implemented in 2018-19. The
Marketing and Communications Plan will evolve and realign The Rooms Brand, effectively
reach and engage the resident market, support the continued delivery of non-resident visitors
to The Rooms through a laser targeted approach and will support the recruitment and
retention of Cultural Ambassadors.
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6. Research and identify a
measurement strategy

The Rooms will leverage the findings of the 2016 Provincial Visitor Exit Survey. A second
customized report based on data specifically pertaining to The Rooms has provided detailed
information on non-resident visitors to The Rooms.
This data has informed the marketing strategy both in terms of the media channels used and
psychographic and behavioral targeting profiles, which will provide a guide for measurement
as well as creative messaging.
The Marketing and Communications Plan includes a research proposal which will include
resident market feedback and test groups.
In keeping with best practices in the industry, a substantial portion of The Rooms Marketing
and Advertising Plan includes Digital Channels such as The Rooms website and The Rooms
social media channels. These channels all have available analytical data which measure the
channels usage, performance and can track engagement, frequency and length of visit.
The Digital Marketing Plan developed as part of the Marketing and Communications Plan
includes strategic objectives and focus areas; identifies target audiences; as well as a
measurement strategy that sets online and social media goals for the coming year. Web site
measurements include overall site traffic, percentage of return visitors, increase in visitation
from the St. John’s area, improved average session duration and increased traffic to event and
programming related pages. Social Media goals include increase in followers to social media
channels, increase in post reach to target audiences and increase in post engagement and
page interactions.
With the inclusion of e-commerce since June 2017 on The Rooms web site The Rooms has the
ability to measure online purchasing, as well as compare and track as purchasing trends year
over year.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The Rooms has completed two community consultation sessions; compiled visitor information identifying target-specific market
segments and gathered visitor feedback; developed an enhanced Membership Program; created the Scotiabank Cultural Ambassadors
Program; implemented a plan to be of greater appeal to residents and visitors; and, has researched and identified a measurement strategy
enabling The Rooms to identify its target audience in order to better understand its visitors.

SECOND YEAR OBJECTIVE (2018-19)
By March 31, 2019, The Rooms will have increased memberships by 50 per cent above 2016 and increased visitation by 20 per cent
above the three-year average ending March 31, 2017.

•
•
•
2018-19 Objective Indicators:

•
•

The Rooms will have implemented a Communications and Marketing Strategy to broaden
and increase public engagement.
The Rooms will have implemented a plan to increase resident market awareness.
The Rooms will have implemented a plan to optimize website and social media
engagement.
The Rooms will have implemented a marketing plan for the enhanced membership
program.
The Rooms will have developed an engagement and retention plan for The Rooms Cultural
Ambassadors.
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Gerald L. Squires
Light on the Barrens 2005
Oil on canvas
137cm x 183cm

The Rooms Provincial Art Gallery
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador Collection
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PRIORITY 3

GOVERNANCE AND
THE STEWARDSHIP
OF PROVINCIAL ASSETS
The Rooms Corporation is a Category 1
Crown Corporation under the
Transparency and Accountability Act of
the Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador. The Board of Directors has
adopted a range of governance principles
and practices to guide decision-making
consistent with the requirements of
good governance practice in the public
and private sectors. As The Rooms has
now been in operation for over a decade,
the Corporation’s governance principles
and practices will be reviewed and, where
necessary, revised and updated.

The probability of particular risks,
appropriate mitigation actions and the
identification of individuals responsible
for various areas of risk will be
considered.
As part of an overall risk assessment,
The Rooms will complete a physical
plant reserve study to determine the
schedule for major building repair and
create a physical plant reserve fund.

The Rooms will develop a comprehensive
risk management registry to address the
full range of risks facing the organization.

THREE YEAR GOAL (2017-20)
By March 31, 2020, The Rooms will have reviewed and improved upon
governance practices to further ensure The Rooms success.

ANNUAL REPORT 2017 – 2018
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PRIORITY 3
FIRST YEAR OBJECTIVE (2017-18)
By March 31, 2018, The Rooms will have reviewed and assessed the Corporation’s governance protocols and will have identified areas
for consideration and action.

INDICATORS (2017-18)
1. Review public policy objectives
(eg, tourism) and incorporate in
strategy

RESULTS AND BENEFITS
The Rooms has reviewed “The Way Forward: 2017-20 Provincial Tourism Product
Development Plan” and has completed work to support the following initiatives:
•
Augmenting people and program-based brand experiences.
•
Implementing measures towards understanding value and success.
•
As a Cultural Anchor Attraction, The Rooms collaborates with operators on
developing enhanced experiences.
•
Collaborating to Compete — a representative of The Rooms sits on Northeast Avalon
Destination Development Plan Cultural Attractions Initiative Committee. These
sessions have fostered new program development with new and existing partners.
•
Indigenous Tourism Experiences - The Rooms supports indigenous tourism objectives
with the following:
o Labrador Interpretation Centre;
o Husky Energy Gallery;
o Revised panels for Mary March Provincial Museum;
o SakKijajuk exhibition and publication;
o The Rooms was a partner with the Indigenous Identify Project;
o Indigenous Artist in Residence; and,
o Indigenous Artists continue to have strong representation in the Provincial Art
Bank Program.
The Rooms supports Canada Council objectives through:
•
A commitment to reflect the diversity of our Province.
•
A leadership role in engaging with recent immigrants to nurture a sense of
belonging.
•
Support for Indigenous communities to re-connect and explore their Indigenous
roots.
•
A commitment to inclusiveness through community consultation, establishing
programming priorities.
•
A commitment to reflecting Indigenous Peoples in our artistic programming.
•
Increased representation of work by Indigenous—especially Labrador—artists
became a collecting priority.
•
A commitment to ensuring that the experiences of culturally diverse groups,
especially new immigrants, are reflected in programming.

2. Review the role of The Rooms
Foundation of Newfoundland and
Labrador
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The role of The Rooms Foundation has been reviewed and it has been determined that as
The Rooms is not actively fundraising The Rooms Foundation has been made inoperative,
however, the Corporation has retained its charitable status.

PRIORITY 3
3. Create a guiding document to
identify potential additions to
Provincial Collections

In Spring 2017, work was completed on a guiding document that included an ambitious listing
of “gaps” in the current collections at The Rooms, as well as challenges associated with
addressing them. Obvious areas having little or no documentary/artifactual/art heritage to
support them were identified and priority areas for collecting and acquiring materials to fill
these voids were discussed and recorded. This work was accomplished through divisional
collections surveys, Directors’ meetings, staff consultation and public/researcher feedback on
current and topical research trends. A detailed list of potential sources of new and targeted
materials for collecting in select areas was also created.
The Museum Division has been reviewing and prioritizing its collecting activities over the past
year to address storage space issues as well as strengths and weakness in our collections. This
work will inform the Collections Plan to be developed for the institution. An emphasis is being
placed on collecting women’s history associated with incoming collections that in the past has
tended to be male dominated with, for example, wives being documented simply as “Mrs”.
The Art Gallery identified gaps in the collections that suggested areas for growth, especially
increasing representation of Indigenous artwork from Newfoundland and Labrador. Our
analysis indicated only 1.25% of our collection represented work by Indigenous artists. Given
the importance of societal contributions of Indigenous peoples, The Rooms commits to
build collections with better Indigenous representation. Our analysis also identified underrepresentation for work by emerging and women artists; these are secondary areas for
collection growth. The Rooms intends to apply new funding to purchase artworks for our
contemporary art collection, to better represent the Province’s diversity and increase direct
support to artists through acquisitions of recent work.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The Rooms has reviewed and incorporated public policy objectives into its strategy; has reviewed the role of The Rooms Foundation
of Newfoundland and Labrador; and has created a guiding document to identify potential additions to provincial collections. With the
completion of these reviews The Rooms has identified areas for consideration and action.

SECOND YEAR OBJECTIVE (2018-19)
By March 31, 2019, The Rooms will have developed a plan to implement new governance protocols.

•

The Board of Directors Governance Committee will have reviewed The Rooms current
governance policies and will have recommended updates to The Rooms Governance Policy.

•

The Rooms will have developed a plan to revise accessibility requirements to meet the
current Provincial Government accessibility standards.

•

The Rooms will have undertaken a physical plant assessment to determine the schedule
for building repairs.

•

The Rooms will have conducted an organizational risk assessment to guide the
development of a riskmanagement strategy.

•

The Rooms Board of Directors Governance Committee will have reviewed the Government
of Newfoundland and Labrador’s Harassment-Free Workplace Policy and will have made
recommendations to The Rooms Board of Directors on best practices.

2018-19 Objective Indicators:
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OPPORTUNITIES &

CHALLENGES AHEAD

OPPORTUNITIES
Newfoundland and Labrador’s tourism marketing strategy
continues to produce strong visitation levels, a trend which
provides exceptional opportunities for The Rooms to increase
its own visitor-base and, in turn, the percentage of its annual
budget that it can derive from earned revenue - admissions,
rentals, gift shop and restaurant sales. Furthermore, the
March 2018 tourism exit survey found that 93% of visitors
to The Rooms share their travel experiences on a variety of
social media platforms, experiences which have been given an
average satisfaction rating of 90% by 90% of visitors.
The artifacts, visual art and archival collections at The Rooms
represent a nearly inexhaustible source of content for the
development of programs and exhibitions of interest to both
visitors and residents in the years ahead. The photographic
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collection alone contains more than 2 million images, each
with its own story to engage visitors with the unique culture
of Newfoundland and Labrador. Indeed, it is the potential of
this rich resource which will sustain The Rooms for decades
to come.
CHALLENGES
The process of revealing the stories embedded in its
collections will continue to be challenging. Program and
exhibition development is inherently labour-intensive and
The Rooms has a relatively small staff to manage a broad
range of functions. The balancing of collections management
and other “back of house” functions with the development
and presentation of programs and exhibitions focused on the
visiting public is a central challenge for all museums and will
be a key challenge for The Rooms in the years ahead.

APPENDIX

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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